
Case Study

How Tech9labs Helped REL See 30% Improvement in
Business Processes with IBM Power Servers

A leading holding entity, Religare Enterprises Limited (REL) offers turnkey and 
tailor-made portfolio of financial services to almost every segment of the market.

 

Need
A solution that would meet the performance, flexibility and 
scalability demands of REL’s ever-growing data volumes.

 
KEY CHALLENGE: The ever-increasing data volumes

 began to push REL's existing storage and server infrastructure - 

Power6 servers with IBM Disk Storage – to its limits.

Ineffective storage
 infrastructure threatened

 to disrupt business
 operations and profitability.

Business processes
 slowed down affecting the 

company's productivity. 

The growing data volume affected the 
performance of operational and analytical

 databases.

Business
Challenges

The Client



       Tech9labs
Tech9Labs is a customer-driven organization that offers an innovative 
portfolio of IT Infrastructure Solutions and Services. By combining deep
industry experience with a broad perspective, Tech9labs has helped 
numerous clients achieve measurable business benefits.
In this case, Tech9labs adopted a 4-pronged approach to help REL 
overcome their challenges and obtain better business outcomes
within the designated timeline.

Understanding Business 
Requirements

This was the first step of Tech9labs’ engagement 
with REL. Tech9labs, in collaboration with the team 
at REL, understood the business environment, 
requirements and the entire set of activities that 
needed to be executed. 

Evaluating Challenges
 and Pain Areas

The second step was to understand the unique 
roadblocks that REL came across in coping with the 
growing data volumes. Tech9labs took a stock of the 
client’s business objectives and the pain areas that 
threatened to disrupt REL’s business productivity. 

Proposing Solutions

Armed with its robust expertise, Tech9labs proposed 
IBM Servers with Power7+ processor along with 
IBM FlashSystem 840.

Implementing the 
Deployed Solution

Given its successful experiences in deploying IBM 
Power servers, Tech9labs deployed the chosen 
solution with ease. 



IBM Power7 Servers deliver the utmost in infrastructure efficiency at enterprise scale, 
with flexible delivery models that can increase utilization. 

IBM Power 7 servers also provides the highest levels of security, ensuring the integrity 
of critical information while mitigating risk.

IBM FlashSystem 840 enable business to unleash the power of performance, scale, 
and insight to accelerate the pace of businesses.

REL sought a partner with robust capabilities that could help it mitigate the challenges.
To achieve this objective, Tech9labs proposed IBM Servers with Power7+ processor along 
with IBM FlashSystem 840. Here’s an overview of the chosen solution:

The Solution

Customer Existing Network

8Gbps SAN Network

1 Gbps LAN
8 Gbps FC
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30% efficiency performance improvement in 
business processes. 
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Better RoI and Reduced 
Total Cost of Ownership 
(TCO).
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Results

Increase in customer 
satisfaction levels.

Elimination of manual intervention for
financial reporting.


